
LIVING IN ARAWA 

Living in Arawa has meant drastic changes to the way we buy our food and what we eat. Most of our 

fresh produce we buy at markets – we have three here, the big one that operates 4 days a week, the 

liklik one(small) and the bend-over one(produce laid on leaves on the ground so you have to bend 

down to get it). The big one has rows of tables as well and has a roof and an officious security guard 

with a scratchy electronic microphone who loves the sound of his voice. The others are on the side 

of the road under trees.  Some veges and fruit we recognise, like tomatoes, cucumber, spring onions 

and huge avocados. Other veges are kaukau – like kumara but very starchy(I peel it with gloves on as 

it leaves a sticky goo over your hands that is really difficult to get off!), yams, tapioc ( a root 

vegetable like yam ), and coconuts. We now have a coconut scraper so once I have mastered how to 

open a coconut with a machete without chopping my hand off we will have coconut and coconut 

milk. Smoked fish is plentiful so lunch often consists of avocado, smoked fish and tomato 

sandwiches. Meat is scarce – no beef at all, and frozen chicken pieces and greasy lamb fores, flaps, 

and shanks when the boat comes in. The shop that sells meat is at the end of town and sells ice-

cream as well, and has a verandah onto a deck. You have to ask at the barred window for the meat 

after squeezing through the crowd wanting ice-cream or watching TV at the shop next door-all open 

onto  the dusty street. It was 2 weeks until meat arrived when we first came! Butter is in mostly 

100g packs and is known as Anchor! I didn’t get any when I first tried as I called it butter and 

everyone looked blank. Margarine is available but I’m slightly nervous of it as it kept under the 

counter and doesn’t need refrigeration.   It is made from palm oil. 

Some fish is sold at the big market but there is more choice at the fish market at Kieta, about 10mins 

south of Arawa. At Kieta the outrigger canoes are pulled up on beach behind the sellers who display 

the fish on the sand on huge banana leaves. The fish is about the third of the price in NZ, also can get 

squid.  

Fruit is plentiful – paw-paws, pineapples, star fruit, bananas. Cooking bananas are also sold and you 

have to be careful when you buy! Nice cooked, but not raw! No apples, berries andthe usual range 

of fruits we are used to in NZ!  Eggs in cartons(aboutNZ$10 per dozen) have sometimes been 

hardboiled to that’s another trap! (some people don’t have stoves so vendors cook for quick 

takeaways!) Fish and chips are available – kumara wedges and fried fish, wrapped in a leaf with the 

fish tail hanging over the top. We haven’t tried it yet!  We use mostly milk powder (NZ) for tea and 

coffee as there is no fresh milk in Bougainville. In Buka you can sometimes buy cartons of longlife 

milk. We managed  to get some in Arawa recently - fresh off the ship but past its “best before date”.  

Breakfast time sees Dave mixing a glass of milk to have with his cereal – weetbix at the moment as a 

leaving volunteer gave him his leftover food, otherwise cereal is not always available here. Other 

days he is having brown rice, banana and milk. We have just acquired a toaster, from the same  

source which is great to make toast properly – we don’t have a grill so I’ve been holding a slice of 

bread over the gas ring when wanting toast – still do if it’s breakfast as there is no power until 9am! 

Grilling pineapple over the gas ring was a bit messy too when I tried it one night!  We will have to 

acquire a camp toaster that we can put over a gas ring on our next foray to civilisation. The gas oven 

in the stove doesn’t have a grill and when it’s going it reminds Dave of one of those old SA BMW’s 

equipped with flame throwers down the side to ward off would-be hi-jackers! 



We do have a small electric fridge freezer, but having electricity for only part of the day somewhat 

limits its performance. The freezer seems to work reasonably but the fridge never seems cold 

enough. 

Anyway, we eat reasonably well. We try and avoid canned meat and fish as a lot is 2nd grade and 

pretty well inedible. I am really annoyed at companies who try and dump goods on 3rd world shops 

that wouldn’t be accepted in NZ or other ‘developed’ countries. 

Local bread is pretty ordinary – white and quite sweet - but it is sliced. When we can we bring better 

bread from Buka.  Some volunteers bake their own and my first loaves were well received. Dried 

fruit is pretty well unobtainable, which can rather restrict baking! Baking Soda is rare but baking 

powder and yeast are plentiful (the latter used for brewing  Jungle Juice). Pepper is hard to come by 

too – especially peppercorns. Despite Bougainville being the source of some of the world’s best 

cocoa beans, chocolate is virtually unobtainable. Milo and coffee are but as with many products 

packages are small and quite expensive. Tea is the PNG “No 1 “ brand - not a bad brew but the bags 

keep falling off the tags. 

I have started a vege garden and am hopefully waiting for seeds to sprout. Unfortunately it is the 

beginning of the ‘dry’ season and we have had hot and dry weather so it could be a problem The 

pumpkin seeds I left out to dry on a tray, but something ate them in the night (I suspect another rat, 

can’t be first rat as we dealt it death blow a few days ago- it was eating all the kumara in our vege 

basket!-see below) Not cockroaches either as I have a neat trap for them as well – grease the inside 

of a jam jar, put bait like peanut butter at the bottom, leave overnight and there they are caught at 

the bottom – can’t get back up the slippery sides. Method passed on by same volunteer as above.   

We managed to get rid of the rat in our kitchen- whacked him with a trap set with precious cheese 

there was a loud “smack” followed by some flapping around- but he’d got away before we got there. 

However he didn’t return so we must have done some damage, even if it was only psychological. 

We also have to deal with the micro-ants with the Megabite (mentioned in an earlier posting) in our 

house. They somehow manage to end up biting in the most unexpected places! 

With the high humidity mould is a problem. It forms on certain walls in the house and is starting to 

re-appear after a few weeks despite a good wash-down with bleach.  

There are no poisonous snakes and we’ve yet to see any farm animals apart from the odd pig. 

Our house is a spacious four bedroom place with wide eaves and lots of windows, so is relatively 

cool. We are still having to deal with day temperatures of 36C and nights of 25 ,with high humidity 

most of the time.  All windows have mosquito screens, which don’t help the breeze, but we do have 

three electric fans which do help when the power is on. We don’t have much furniture, ornaments 

or pictures, so the place the place does have a bit of the feeling of camping about it.  We do have a 

comfortable queen size bed, but no need for blankets. 

We have hot water from a solar water heater that has amazingly survived since before the crisis – 

nice for shaving and washing dishes but of limited  use for showering, (cool to tepid showers are the 

order of the day),but it is nice to have the choice. Most other VSA houses in Arawa, I believe do not. 

The local river is diverted untreated into our water taps and is not safe for drinking unboiled, but is 

apparently high on natural colloidal silver, which is supposed to be beneficial (would Google to find 



out what if it wasn’t so expensive).  Rain-water is collected off our old aluminium roof into large 

plastic barrel with a large seeping patch on it (apparently a legacy of the Crisis) that is our drinking 

water tank (and for several other folk around here too), and we collect it from the tap into a smaller 

plastic barrel that we lug up to the kitchen every couple of days. It has been dry for quite a few days 

now and we hope the rains come before the tank runs dry! (some kid left the tap running the other 

day which doesn’t help the situation.) 

Everything is paid in cash and there never seems to be enough change anywhere. This is surely as a 

result of there being no local bank – I wonder how many million Kina are essentially stashed under 

people’s mattresses around Bougainville with its solitary bank stuck on an island near the one end of 

the country. 

We still don’t have a radio, since Dave succeeded in blowing ours up on the first day by selecting the 

wrong transformer to power it. First spare capacitor sent out proved to be the wrong size and we 

are waiting our next mail delivery for a second attempt! It will be nice to be able to pick up 

shortwave broadcasts from Australia, NZ,and the BBC and hear what is happening in the rest of the 

world!  There are a couple of local PNG radio stations – if you like the local pop music! PNG TV is 

available but we don’t have a set. Most sports broadcasts seem to be received from Australia – the 

locals love Rugby League. 

We are making steady progress with learning Tok Pigin. However most of the people we deal with 

have some some understanding of English and communication hasn’t proved a major problem. The 

locals do appreciate our attempts at  Pigin, although most here have Nasioi as their first language. 

Learning that would be a whole new ballgame – not much is written in it!   


